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PLANNING THEMES
A few major themes have risen to the top of the conversation. By focusing on these topics and issues
it will be easier for the Steering Committee and City to prioritize actions and resources towards the
necessary efforts. The following are the five planning themes and the significant issues identified by
the consultant through interviews with stakeholders, the first steering committee meeting, the
Ignition Survey, and the Ignition Workshop results.

A SMALL TOWN WITH BIG OPPORTUNITIES
•
•
•
•
•
•

Location, Location, Location
Natural Resources,
Identity and advantages of being a Rivertown
Spirit of Collaboration
Arts, Culture, History
Leadership/Employment Career Pathways

NEW ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT EFFORTS
•
•
•
•
•

Changing industries/Increase homegrown industry
Capitalize on our rich local resources
Support for entrepreneurs
Workforce Development/Education/Training (participation in existing efforts)
Lifelong-learning opportunities

ENHANCED QUALITY OF LIFE
•
•
•
•
•
•

Activities and Entertainment
Health and Wellness
Difficult to get around if you don’t have a car
Food Access
Opioid Crisis
Parks and Recreation

DIVERSIFIED AND IMPROVED HOUSING OPTIONS
•
•
•
•

Housing Demand- Population/Demographic Household Trends
Housing Inventory
Neighborhood Safety and access to services
Competition with surrounding cities/county
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PLACEMAKING AND COMMUNITY DESIGN
•
•
•
•
•

Mobility and Safety
Neighborhood Design and Function
Historic Preservation
Recreation and Open Space
Targeted Reinvestment and Redevelopment

To better explore these themes, we have proposed the following questions:
•
•
•
•
•
•

What are the issues to address in this theme?
What information do we have about these topics?
What is the City’s role in addressing these issues?
What actions can the City take?
How can we fund what we need to do?
Who are our partners in this effort?

When possible, we will provide as much information on these topics for your review and
consideration. However, group discussion with the Committee is likely to reveal additional
information we will need to gather. If you are interested in learning more before the meeting please
continue to read on to review the potential goal statements, data and information, roles of the city,
and potential actions.

A SMALL TOWN WITH BIG OPPORTUNITIES

Parkersburg will promote, protect, enhance, and capitalize on our local assets.

WHAT ARE THE ISSUES?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Location, Location, Location
Natural Resources,
Identity and advantages of being a Rivertown
Spirit of Collaboration
Arts, Culture, History
Leadership/Employment Career Pathways

WHAT DO WE KNOW ABOUT THE ISSUES?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Advantageous regional and national location
Abundant natural resources for industry and recreation-improving environmental conditions
Settlement and industry have been tied to the river, our recreation and lifestyles can be too
Our organizations and people are great collaborators to get things done
We have rich and diverse local culture based on our arts programs and history
The excellent education and economic development institutions are focused on preparing
young people for leadership and diverse employment pathways
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WHAT IS THE CITY’S ROLE?
•
•
•
•
•

Advocate
Promoter
Regulator
Investor
Leader

WHAT ACTIONS CAN THE CITY TAKE?
•
•
•
•

•
•

Establish official city messaging for marketing and promotions
Refine protective regulations
Prioritize public funding towards investments in these assets
Provide leadership through committees of council or planning commission and through
staffing support for grassroots efforts
Continue to be an active partner with the Chamber and Visitors Bureau
Help seek grants and funding for programs

NEW MODERN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT EFFORTS
Parkersburg will take a new and active approach to economic development for a
prosperous future.

WHAT ARE THE ISSUES?
•
•

•
•
•

Changing industries/Increase homegrown industry
Capitalize on our rich local resources
o People
o Materials
o Natural environment
o Education
o Health Care
Support for entrepreneurs
Workforce Development/Education/Training (participation in existing efforts)
Lifelong-learning opportunities

WHAT DO WE KNOW ABOUT THE ISSUES?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Brick and mortar business is changing
Commercial/industrial areas in disinvestment
Attracting outside investment starts at home
Supply of affordable workspaces
Small scale boutique manufacturing can be an option in old retail spaces
Education institutions strongly focused on leadership and diverse career pathways
Spectrum of lifelong learning opportunities
Regional role as a center for business, services, and health care
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•

Economic development is a team effort and various organizations in the community play
critical roles

WHAT IS THE CITY’S ROLE?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Administrator
Leader
Collaborator
Regulator
Contributor
Investor/Builder

WHAT ACTIONS CAN THE CITY TAKE?
•

•
•
•
•
•

Make community reinvestment a top priority and commit funding to staffing and capital
improvements.
Clarify the redevelopment process and the tools available to interested partners.
Continue removing regulatory and administrative obstacles for infill, redevelopment, and
reinvestment.
Provide in-kind contributions with partner efforts to support entrepreneurial business support.
Continue collaborations with the WCED, Downtown PKB, MOV Chamber of Commerce, and
MOVRC.
Continue focusing on tactics for economic development, business retention, and growth that
don’t revolve around tax abetments for large employers only

ENHANCED QUALITY OF LIFE
Parkersburg will endorse services and activities to foster resident engagement,
activate grassroots efforts, instill community pride, and improve the well-being of
the community.

WHAT ARE THE ISSUES?
•

•

Activities and Entertainment
o Variety of social offerings (or perceived lack thereof)
o Desire/demand for more entertainment activities that are recreational and targeted to
specific age groups (teens and young adults)
o Enhance and expand the library environment and services
o Downtown as a 24/7 neighborhood
Health and Wellness
o Difficult to get around if you don’t have a car
o Food Access
o Opioid Crisis
 Vagrants/homelessness
 Workforce participation
 Family Services
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•

Parks and Recreation
o Improve options in neighborhood parks
o Park maintenance and safety

WHAT DO WE KNOW ABOUT THE ISSUES?
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

There are limited daily/weekly social activities and environments for teens
Directly engaging teenagers at school can be beneficial, stronger partnerships between
economic development entities, the city/county, and the schools to develop outreach would
be well positioned
Great art’s programs (theater, arts center, etc.)
Safety and programing concerns in parks at certain times of day or for specific groups
Libraries are expanding their services to become more of a community gathering place, PKB
has one location and it isn’t designed to “hang-out” there.
Sidewalk and street design as well as neighborhood design is not conducive to walking from
neighborhoods to destinations
Urban trail network is incomplete and not adequately identified.
The city has some issues with areas with low or no access to fresh and healthy food, factor of
access, mobility, location of stores, topography
Opioid addiction in the region and city have a cascading impact on homelessness, workforce
participation, and family structure and children's health and wellbeing.

WHAT IS THE CITY’S ROLE?
•
•
•
•
•

Investor
Regulator
Educator
Service Provider
Collaborator

WHAT ACTIONS CAN THE CITY TAKE?
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•

Specific multi-modal design standards for rights-of-way, 16% of households don’t have a
vehicle and the neighborhoods with the most vulnerable populations are auto-dependent
Prepare neighborhood improvement plans and implement/build improvements in phases.
(sidewalks, lighting, protected or demarcated biking lanes)
Prioritize capital improvements in areas where there are strong plans and partnerships in
place for success
Work with community and economic development partners to support neighborhood
redevelopment programs and initiatives that promote residential engagement and create a
sense of place.
Participate in needs assessment efforts to identify critical pathways
Work with the Health Department to develop a food access program that can fill the gaps until
significant private investment can meet community needs
Continue crosscutting programs to provide training and employment opportunities for local
people that also meet the infrastructure and service needs identified in the planning process

Work with partners to provide community spaces for teens by using existing facilities used by
seniors or other social groups.
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DIVERSIFIED AND IMPROVED HOUSING OPTIONS
Parkersburg will provide strategic investment and support for development of
diverse housing products to improve the housing stock and living environments for
our current and future residents.

WHAT ARE THE ISSUES?
•
•

•
•

Housing Demand- Population/Demographic Household Trends
Housing Inventory
o Limited types of housing
o Deteriorating Conditions of existing housing stock
o Cost to build new homes
o Cost to maintain existing homes
Neighborhood Safety and access to services
Competition with surrounding cities/county

WHAT DO WE KNOW ABOUT THE ISSUES?
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Nationally, household demographics are diversifying, and Parkersburg doesn’t have much
housing product attractive to 2/3rds of the households
Housing stock in the city and region is primarily single-family detached (~75%)
40% renter occupied -leading to maintenance, upkeep and safety concerns in single-family
neighborhoods
Long-tenure residency-so little turn over in housing stock.
Higher vacancy rates in city than the region (mismatched product to demand either quality or
type)
Old housing stock ~60% of homes were built before 1960 (~48% regionally), not universally
accessible
The costs to build a new home or adapt historic/older spaces make it difficult to create
“affordable” units for most workers in the area
Missing Middle housing is a national challenge and seems to be an issue in Parkersburg too

WHAT IS THE CITY’S ROLE?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Facilitator
Educator
Contributor
Investor
Collaborator
Regulator

WHAT ACTIONS CAN THE CITY TAKE?
•

•

Focus resources on one pilot neighborhood and commercial area to catalyze extensive
redevelopment, target areas already showing private reinvestment. i.e. Downtown
Participate in regional housing studies to clearly define missing housing product
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•
•
•
•
•

Continue to administer state and federal programs for community and home improvements
(CDBG, HOME, etc.)
Consider increased acquisition and preparations of properties to catalyze redevelopment in an
area
Consider in kind contributions of development ready land to reduce overall cost to build new
housing
Consider adoption of new neighborhood design standards and zoning regulations to increase
residential diversity and density in existing neighborhoods as they experience redevelopment
Continue considering the potential for Accessory Dwelling Units, tiny homes, or other
alternative housing options that could be built in the community

PLACEMAKING AND COMMUNITY DESIGN
Parkersburg will strategically invest in infrastructure and redevelopment to create
great places and catalyze positive change in the community.

WHAT ARE THE ISSUES?
•

•
•
•

•

Neighborhood Design and Function
o Density
o Housing types
o Mix of Uses
o Urban/Architectural Design
Historic Preservation
Recreation and Open Space
Mobility and Safety
o Improve pedestrian connections and safety in neighborhoods and to destination
locations
o Improve the design of major thoroughfares to accommodate multi-modal travel
(biking, walking, and automobiles) and make the city’s roads safer
o Truck Traffic through Downtown
Targeted Reinvestment and Redevelopment
o Dudley Avenue Near Parkersburg HS
o Downtown – customized economic development
o Riverfront
o Gihon Village Shopping Center
o Southgate Shopping Center
o Park Shopping Center
o Blizzard Drive Corridor
o Dupont Road E/Division Street Commercial Areas
o Emerson Avenue Corridor near 36th Street
o 11th Street/13th Street neighborhood
o Spring-Lynn Street 13th to Stadium Drive Neighborhood
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WHAT DO WE KNOW ABOUT THE ISSUES?
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Placemaking is where economic development and investment and community pride starts,
this is fundamental to long-term success of the community
Large parts of the city are car-dependent, most major roadways are not accommodating of
people walking or riding bikes
The city has limited capacity/ability to regulate the traffic on state roads regarding the freight
or truck traffic through downtown
The zoning regulations don’t match what is built in a lot of neighborhoods
Several buildings and landmarks that need to be preserved, reused, or restored during
development efforts.
Parks, and open space are essential elements of quality neighborhoods and people are
embracing outdoor recreation more
Numerous aging commercial and industrial areas in need of catalytic reinvestment
Significant need for diversified housing stock to better meet the needs of the contemporary
and future populations

WHAT IS THE CITY’S ROLE?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Facilitator
Regulator
Investor
Educator
Partner
Leader

WHAT ACTIONS CAN THE CITY TAKE?
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Prepare updated zoning regulations
Adopt and implement complete streets and neighborhood streetscaping
standards/guidelines
Prepare area redevelopment plans
Prepare neighborhood and area plans where needed
Prioritize critical land/property acquisition and preparations for redevelopment
Invest in infrastructure improvements, trail connectivity, street lighting, and parks and open
spaces in high priority redevelopment areas
Adopt design-based regulations for high priority redevelopment areas
Continue collaborative efforts with the Wood County Development Authority to advance the
redevelopment efforts in the city.
Prioritize housing and neighborhood revitalization to attract business growth
Continue downtown investments and improvements but also ensure neighborhood business
districts get attention.
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PRELIMINARY SITUATION MAP

This map is a preliminary situation map using the publicly identified locations from the Ignition
Workshop exercises as a starting point. This map can be edited to include additional or refined areas.
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IGNITION SURVEY RESULTS
Results Pulled March 4, 2020
Parkersburg, WV - Comprehensive Plan

What do you love about Parkersburg, why do you
call it home?
Needs a little tlc,but its home
I love the people here. I wasn't born and raised in
this area, but this is definitely my home now.

What do you think is the city's biggest opportunity?

What do you think is the biggest challenge facing the city?

Do you have a suggestion on how the city could address this challenge?

If you could visit Parkersburg 20 years from now, what would you hope you find?

Civic center
I believe the river is this area's biggest asset. If more community activities were able to
happen along the river the sense of community would grow.

Drugs
Lack of downtown businesses. What businesses are downtown are rarely open on the
weekends. There is nothing to regularly draw people downtown on the weekends.

Better paying jobs
Marietta has done an excellent job keeping businesses downtown.

Better government spending
Shops, etc. to visit downtown...especially on the weekends.

Parkersburg has a lot of history within the city. My I think the actors guild and the art center are great parts of the city. I love the downtown I think that the city should consider adding some things that young people would like to
family lives in this area, so I live here to be close to section and several of their events are pretty awesome. Also, the concert series in the
do to keep them in the city after college.
them. I love that it is a short drive to several major summer is great.
cities like Columbus and Pittsburgh.

Consider what you would have enjoyed doing in your 20-30s

A thriving environment with a younger population.... not all retirement age

N/A

Good-size city without being too big. Feels safe.

Drugs that lead to homelessness and poverty. I feel it is hurting a lot of communities,
especially near downtown. I would also like to see the gambling facilities, strip clubs,
and adult bookstores shut down. I was surprised at the number of them when I moved
here and guests that we have brought to the area have commented on them.

I do not think there is one solution to the drug problem. It will take a combined effort
between mental health facilities, law enforcement, the courts, and community services.

A family-friendly, safe and vibrant community with opportunities for all ages.

I have seen a lot of positive change and I am
hoping it can continue.

drugs
The biggest challenge is safety because of drugs.

change worthington elem into rehab center
Affordable rehab programs.

better job opportunities, more activities for young
Clean safe parks, things for teenagers/kids to do.

Drug problems and homelessness leading to economic struggles. Population decrease.

Urban renewal and city investment in fighting the drug epidemic as well as ridding the
I would want to find a revitalized city with a large aquatic center in City Park, a beautiful
older areas of Parkersburg of blight. Incentives for remodeling homes, rebuilding
revitalized downtown with a civic center, population increase with an expanded sq.
structures, new home development, and tearing down blighted property with tax rebates mileage incorporated into Parkersburg, a renaissance in infrastructure in Parkersburg.
or property tax rebates for those active in those areas.

I like that areas of downtown are being renovated and greenspace has replaced
abandoned/dilapidated buildings. The variety of arts venues is good and the restaurant
options have increased. Riverfront has been improved. I would like to see better use of
Little Kanawha riverfront as well. Need to deal with abandoned factory.

I am only here for my aging family
I call it home because i was born and raised here.

higher ed at a lower cost
I think the city’s biggest opportunity is to develop things to keep kids engaged and give
people a reason to keep their family here.
I love the fact that Parkersburg is one of the biggest I moved from Marietta to Parkersburg because I like all the amenities within a close
cities in WV and has a low crime rate. I enjoy the
driving distance. I think the kick start to revitalizing downtown has been the start of
local restaurants and the variety of shopping
something great as well as the synthetic ice rink and the splash pad. I would like the
splash pad to grow to something larger like the Marietta Aquatic Center. Also, focusing
options.
on growth around Parkersburg, that is technically outside city limits, should be Annexed
like Emerson Commons and unincorporated residential areas just outside city limits.
Expanding the growth and population of the city should be vitally important. Also, a
convention center/civic center downtown would help bring more entertainment to the
area and growth downtown. There are plenty of Parking Lots downtown that could be a
civic center.
It is a unique small town with few pockets of
interest. I call it home because I live here.

The area shows a strength in the arts and food service areas, but all of these are just so Changing the culture of the people here that makes them strive to be the best. Good
so in quality or service as those two things apply. The city needs a goal, aim, focus,
schools and businesses that will build and support that culture.
unity,....

Is there anything else you would like to share
with us?

City council needs new leaders and younger
leaders.

I would like to walk down streets, like Market St., and see shops filled with quality items
you can only find in Parkersburg. Items made by the people in the Parkersburg area.
There are a lot of talented people in this area. We are not taking advantage of that.

it has 6 towns within 10 mile from the farthest,
the biggest thing that could happen here is all 6 town here form a 6 star alliance to
each town in this market area makes it what it is.
bring more business here. it would matter who ended up with the business since all 6
there is a fair / festival event about every weekend. are close to each other. like get a Meijer store to replace the kmarts that have left this
area and a traders joe's to go along with the Aldi's stores. Parkersburg needs to be the
driving source to get business to locate here. We have the man power here. But we need
jobs that pay a living without government aid.

over the years I have went in front of the zoning board and it seems to be the old boys
school. if you are not one of them you pay like hell to get a business open times There
are areas that parkersburg needs to turn over to commercial up by the mall between
29th street and wv ave to allow that area for further business growth and allow the
business to get out that area and redevelop it at there expense instead of the city.
Parkersburg has run out of room in that golden 2 mile area and allowing that area round
auto-zone and speedway all the way back to polar street would give the city a place for
commercial growth. this area truly needs payable jobs that a family can work at that pays
the check to make it without state funds and fed money like foodstamps.

First is full time jobs that pay a live able pay checks. Next a zoning board and city
government that is willing to allow business to town. I heard too many times at zoning
meetings,,we have the need but not in my neighborhood... we need to do something to
clean up the drug problem and jobs that pay good would go a long way. also instead of
each city fighting each other they truly need to form a program that all of them work
together to bring business back to the valley.

drug problem gone, homeless folks being able to find work and a home, that we would
be a commercial magnet of the ohio valley where business want to go. we would have a
exit at I=77 and route 31 to give direct route into the airport to bring more folks here.
every new housing development would require sideways on one side of the streets on
side streets and all main roads into the developments sidewalks on both sides so folks
can get out and walk. Also sidewalks and trails where bikes and walkers can get into all
the shopping area safely. This area should be where college grads come for there first
jobs like wtap news people. they may leave latter,but this is where they get there starts
at. Good paying jobs pay taxes and job paying jobs pay enough taxes that taxes should
have to increase In percentage since there are more folks paying taxes..bring jobs back

we need to get the cracker plant at Washington
bottom. it is a trickle down where there is big
money being spent and local workers making it
and spending it here. we need to get that plastic
out of all these warehouses from just sitting. if
that product is not changing at least 6 times a
year. they need to take it some place else,,we
do not need another ames fire in the valley. if
they make the product. the warehouses need to
have turn on the product to make money. if they
are spending money the town makes money
from hotels to stores to gas stations to
taxes...when the items sits and doesn't do
rotations, we are then sitting on a time bomb of
another ames fire to come in the further,

River town, somewhat low in crime, free to worship, Getting more businesses and entertainment options
it's growing, grew up here

Drug problem, too many rehab centers in 1 area......

Bus rehab people back to where they came from. Have more police available, on call if
needed. Many times police are unavailable when 911 is called.

Concert halls, wedding venues, less slum rentals, upgraded parks and recreation
centers, bike and walking tails, code to enforce garbage and unwanted vehicles around
houses, more restaurants, more stores, also, any storage of dangerous materials or
chemicals from anywhere should have to be made known to the public.

Something for teenagers at pools, instead of
just play areas for smaller kids, for example, a
waterslide (city park).

I used to describe it as beautiful with very friendly
people. Not these past 5 years, i would tell people
not to move here because of the crime and drug
problems ruining our city

the citys biggest opportunity is only for druggies and drug dealers. I say that because the Drugs and thieves
friendliness of people here is declining drastically and its due to just slapping these
fucking criminals on the hand and letting them back out

Stricture laws for the dealers and actually doing something about them. There have been Cleaner neighborhoods. Nicer streets and not as many meth heads walking around
5 different familys living next door to me for the past 10 years and they have all been
dealers. I called, did the "online tip" thing and nothing.

It is a great place to raise a family with many
opportunities for youth development and activities.
The community looks out for one another and there
is a lot of support for new business development. It
is a nice city with little traffic and near to several
larger cities.

Developing culture to attract more young professionals to the area. There are many great Poverty and drug addiction. Also, where are the entrepreneurs? Are they all at the
assets such as the Actors Guild, Art Center, and many events occurring Downtown. The Bureau in comfortable positions and not out there taking business risks?
infrastructure for new business development such as transportation, internet, and close
proximity to a large population is already present. What is needed is a strong focus to
create a "hub" for something. What it will be needs ferreted out. Is it tech? Is it green
initiatives? Is it outdoor activity tourism? Is it water related? Is it biking/cycling? Is it a
strong recovery community engaging in economic development?

Encourage the entrepreneurial mindset and support the risk. To combat addiction, give
people something else to do before they get to addiction.

A strong, vibrant city that today is willing to invest in the long term prosperity. If we
continue as we are now without an investment in something (because we remain
focused on only short-term costs/benefits) there will be little left of the city as we know it
now.

United States EPA smart growth in small towns has resources and assistance.

That there is still a town I could bring a stranger to without being embarrassed or
guarded.

It was my home since 8th grade. Friends were here. Continue making Parkersburg an attractive place to live but we will need jobs.
It felt safe. We know that safe can no longer be
applied. Doors must be locked 24/7 as druggies
have no fear and will try doors any time of day and
walk in.

Druggies. Police and judicial not working together. Education quality declining - inability
to protect teachers Losing population and tax base. And many more.

1

I have lived here my while life, 41 years, this
town used to be nice and safe. I have 3 yound
children and i feel sorry for them because they
have to see all these druggies walking around
town looking like meth zombies and it is sad

Work to bring workers comp and B&O taxes in
line.
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What do you love about Parkersburg, why do you What do you think is the city's biggest opportunity?
call it home?
Historic district, the river, proximity to biking at
Capitalizing on outdoor activities, particularly around the rivers. Connect the rail trail to
Mountwood park and the wealth of outdoor
downtown, put in a bike/walking/running trail on the outside of the flood wall all the way
activities across the state
to Walmart or even Williamstown to spur tourism, provide an area for river side dining
and increase the health of the community, establish a legit series of bike lanes
throughout the city (and remove the giant flower pots from the existing ones, you know
the things that were designed to keep cars out of the bike lanes...) use the floodwall and
old bridge anchor structures for climbing walls to bring people in from a 2 hour radius,
Spruce up Mountwood park and do a better job of advertising the fact that we have a
world class single track mountainbiking venue in our back yard. Aggressively prosecute
criminal activity and code violations to discourage the blighted property issues as well as
the cancerous crime issues that have gotten so bad, when people are caught doing a
crime they need to go to jail and not be let right back out onto the streets. Make the
continual contact/motivation to leave of the druggy community the main priority of the
police, if they are always under the eye of the law they will vacate Parkersburg... Change
up the Homecoming Festival so that is more than a trashy mess selling confederate flags
to people that scare away 3/4 of the citizens. Use the giant empty weekend parking lots
downtown for regular events. Encourage outdoor dining in the downtown area. Expand
the use of Ft Boreman, let's make that a huge magnet for people (more trails for hiking
and biking, sports fields, rock climbing routes on the cliffs, even consider putting in a
cable car downtown or Quincy Hill like the one in Pipestem Park/Hawk's Nest if we really
want to draw in tourists...

What do you think is the biggest challenge facing the city?

Do you have a suggestion on how the city could address this challenge?

If you could visit Parkersburg 20 years from now, what would you hope you find?

The poor vision in the city leadership, they seem to lack the ability to look into the future
and seem to be content with the status quo instead of "leading." We tear down historic
buildings and make eyesore parking/vacant lots instead of using the historic structures
to spur city growth like so many other towns (look no further than Marietta.) They are
complacent when it comes to code enforcement/zoning and have created an
atmosphere where "low-level" crime has been festering but generally ignored. Almost no
one is ever jailed for crimes even though they are often on camera. Homeless camps are
allowed, creating safety issues as well as environmental disasters and serve as bases for
crime. Bigger entities like the hospital are allowed to ignore the city requirements for
things like sidewalk care while they are given city streets for personal use (see the new
parking lot) and have been blessed with demolishing huge sections of the city for
sprawling parking lots (until recently a disjointed eyesore) instead of smart planning
through parking structures. This is so bad that the current mayor actually stated in a
past meeting that he had no intentions of enforcing code since the may be others in the
town that wouldn't be able to afford similar maintenance activities... Instead of
promoting health/tourism with biking/walking our past mayor decided to move the giant
flower pot barricades that were intended to provide safety from vehicles INTO the bike
lanes because they were "blocking traffic." The plans to install the bike path outside the
floodwall from Point Park has been all but eliminated using the trite excuse that "no one
will use it."

The #1 thing this city needs to do is talk to other cities like Cincinnati, that have cleaned A lot less parking lots and a thriving downtown with a bunch of outdoor recreation
up their drug/crime issues through smart/active policing. This means raise the
options that have transformed the community out of obesity and into a younger,
awareness of know troublemakers/areas, arrest people, incarcerate people, zero
healthier mindset.
tolerance for things like B&E/drugs, confiscate... The #2 thing is to connect with other
towns that have revolutionized their economies and health through exploiting the
~$800+B outdoor recreation movement, examples are Bentonville, Arkansas/Crosby,
Minnesota for biking, Santa Fe (biking, horse riding), Stone Fort TN for climbing, etc.
Work with the neighborhoods to find solutions. Empower citizens with new ideas, find
ways to make it work. Tax incentives for things like building rehab vs demolition. Look
at what Detroit has done post recession with taking over blighted properties and then
auctioning them off under the stipulation that they are renovated within a certain time
frame (or they are retaken and re-auctioned...)

Parkersburg is one of the most underrated cities in
West Virginia. I love the renewed energy I see in the
arts community and the partnerships that have
formed to create unique events and opportunities
in the city. I love the historic district and the energy
that once surrounded the Point Park Marketplace. I
love seeing Point Park willed with residents doing
yoga and I used to love to see people doing their
farmers market shopping at Point Park
Marketplace.

Parkersburg has an opportunity to create a world-class riverfront experience, to really
uplift its outdoor recreation offerings (connect the bike trails to the broader network of
trails, make Parkersburg the hub for those getting on and off the trail), and to continue
current branding efforts to really make visitors feel as though they have arrived. The
Point Park Marketplace is full of opportunity and I'd love to see a strategic business plan
done for the building that connects with the long-term plans for Point Park. The recently
installed murals are a great start, I think Parkersburg has an opportunity to take that to
the next level with the flood wall and underutilized spaces in the city.

One of Parkersburg's biggest challenges is its shrinking historic building stock. Losing
two historic downtown buildings across from the Blennerhassett was devastating. With
each building lost (and turned into parking or empty space) the less unique Parkersburg
becomes. While the businesses on Market Street are doing their best to create a thriving
retail and restaurant scene, they can only so much on their own. I really believe the City
needs to focus efforts on employing strategies to intentionally fill vacancies and infill
under-used parking lots/ green spaces so that the downtown is more walkable and
dense with businesses relevant to the kind of pedestrian traffic the city wants to attract. I
say "intentionally" because I think this is important, even though it is not easy.

I am not sure if these things are already in place, but I would recommend: 1. Adopting a
Historic Preservation Ordinance and improving code enforcement to prevent additional
historic buildings from being torn down and to prevent such buildings from falling into
neglect; 2. Creating a strategic master plan / design for Point Park that is inclusive of
outdoor recreation expansion, flex space for different kinds of events, mixed-use of the
Marketplace building, and other considerations from the community; 3. The City and
Downtown PKB creating a targeting campaign to strategically fill empty vacancies with
businesses identified as being ideal additions to downtown Parkersburg; 4. Using the
Downtown PKB branding efforts as the foundation for larger, city-wide branding and
marketing campaigns that highlight neighborhoods, districts, key landmarks, and more,
and include pedestrian wayfinding.

I love the community and the welcoming feeling
that everyone gives. It is a wonderful and safe
community to raise your family in.

I really enjoy the activities that Downtown PKB offers to the community and the children's
museum will be a great addition to Downtown. I would like to see more communication
to the community about things that are going on around town. I always hear there is
nothing to do in Parkersburg but if you look hard enough you can always find something
to do!

I think the biggest challenge in our community is the drug problem. You know that there
are certain areas of Parkersburg that you stay away from because it is the "drug"
neighborhood. This is a problem that we need to face as a community and figure out a
way how the city and members of the community can work together.

I think that just bringing awareness to the drug problem and putting it in a different light. I would hope the find that we are still preserving our history and that our downtown has
Everyone is quick to say we just need to get rid of the "drug addicts" instead of finding a grown. We are built on traditions and history and I hope that is something that is always
solution to help them. What resources can we use as a community member to help some apart of Parkersburg.
one in active addiction? Is there an option for the city to use grants to help assist with
the costs of a treatment center? There is a definite lack of options in the state of wv for
women who are seeking recovery.

I'd like to see a vibrant riverfront park with lots of activity on any day of the week; a 50%
reduction of street-level parking lots; upper-story living and first floor businesses at max
capacity; cohesive way-finding and city-wide branding; engaging public art; beautifully
restored historic buildings; thoughtful alternative transportation accommodations like
bus stops, bike plans, and EV charging stations.

I love Parkersburg's historic districts. There is also I think there's an opportunity to really showcase the historic homes by cleaning up and
ample shopping and dining, both more intimate in demolishing the properties that are too far gone, and requiring residents in town to
downtown, and more universal in Vienna. I grew up maintain a decent looking property.
in Ripley and preferred Parkersburg to Charleston
because of the easy traffic flow and the low crime
rate. I have lived here for the past 4 years now.

Theft has become the biggest problem where I live on Washington Avenue, which I am
I think stricter punishments for offenders would help. I really don't know the solution
I would hope to find the city clean of both trash and drugs, and that it would be a familysure is closely tied to the drug problem. The drugs and theft are out of control, and I fear unfortunately, but I certainly see the problem. If the problems continue to escalate, I will friendly community of working class people.
that if the city/authorities do not get a handle on the problem soon, it will escalate into not remain in Parkersburg.
violence resulting in an unsafe place to live.

The only thing I really love is the Blennerhasset
Hotel. But I appreciate City Park, CCMH, and the
efforts to revive downtown.

One opportunity is expanding the city's bicycling routes. Building the link to the North
Bend Trail could bring cyclists to the city.

The city needs to have equal opportunities for all written into law. It would benefit from
being a tree city. It needs sidewalks in residential areas. It needs stricter zoning so
commercial establishments don't encroach on residential neighborhoods. It needs
stricter enforcement of nuisance properties - some parts of the city look like blight
areas.

Perhaps Parkersburg could be a MainStreet community like Marietta. A farmer's market A completed bike train system, a revitalized downtown.
like Athens, Ohio, has would be appealing.

The only thing I really love is the Blennerhasset
Hotel. But I appreciate City Park, CCMH, and the
efforts to revive downtown.

One opportunity is expanding the city's bicycling routes. Building the link to the North
Bend Trail could bring cyclists to the city.

The city needs to have equal opportunities for all written into law. It would benefit from
being a tree city. It needs sidewalks in residential areas. It needs stricter zoning so
commercial establishments don't encroach on residential neighborhoods. It needs
stricter enforcement of nuisance properties - some parts of the city look like blight
areas.

Perhaps Parkersburg could be a MainStreet community like Marietta. A farmer's market A completed bike train system, a revitalized downtown.
like Athens, Ohio, has would be appealing.

It is a relatively large community with things to do

Shops and tourism

Tourism

Partner with a bus company and have day trips to Washington, DC AND beyond.

I love the family atmosphere and how we rally
behind one another as citizens in the community.
We are not too big to have the benefits of a small
town.

The next generation will always be the biggest opportunity. They are the ones we should We are losing young families, and thereby losing a generation to invest in.
build the future for. Give them a reason to stay, a job to find, and opportunities and
adventures to explore.

Beautiful river town.

Market Street! Build this up and start to compete with Marietta!! Because we go to
Riverfront dining. Outdoor dining. Spaces for kids.
Marietta more than we visit downtown PKB :/
Expanding the city park pool to a similar build as Mariettas aquatic center. Enhancing the The drug problem and the blight in the lower income areas of Parkersburg.
area along the river to include a walking trail. Building a civic center downtown or at Fort
Boreman. Continued Downtown rejuvenation by giving more opportunities to create a bar
district. Annex unincorporated areas around the city to expand in size and population.

I enjoy the people and the beautiful area around
the river.

Skyscrapers, a prettier environment, reduced drug use

Do not try to copy other areas who are successful. Always try to be the best and do the
I would hope to find neighborhoods full of young families and hopefully schools better
best within our context. What makes Parkersburg a great place to live, and a great place suited for the growing number of kids and teens in this region.
to work? The answers to that question should guide that approach within our context. It
should not be that we are trying to be a better version of another community but a better
version of ourselves. Invest in the "could be" and "should be" instead of the "what used
to be". Give people a reason to come work and a reason to come live here. Whether that
is through incentive programs or by competitive rates, and then celebrate them when
they do. Offer incentives on home remodels and the rejuvenation into older
neighborhoods.

Is there anything else you would like to share
with us?
The excuse of "no one will use it" is often used
to justify doing nothing. That is a self-fulfilling
mindset that only leads to oblivion, if we are not
evolving/growing we are dying. We need to
embrace the "build it and they will come"
mentality that has helped so many other dying
communities.

I have so many thoughts and ideas, and am very
excited to see the City of Parkersburg taking
these steps and engaging the public! I am
excited to see what comes next.

No
Don't wait on people to move here and make all
of our problems go away. Give them a reason to
come here and watch what happens. Show
them the "why" behind Parkersburg.

A city full of local restaurants and shops with a thriving downtown.
Combining the smaller unincorporated areas by annexing them. This helps with
increased taxable property, income, and utilities. The drug problem could be helped by
community policing. Advocate increased payout for turning in criminals. Also give
incentives to renovate, rebuild, or destroy blighted buildings. Also, the housing shortage
is a cause for concern.
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I hope to find a city that has increased in population, geographical size, and has reason
for tourism. The downtown area needs continuous rejuvenation. A civic center, bar
district, and the already ongoing project of a children's museum. I also hope I would see
better infrastructure. 4 lane Emerson Avenue to the interstate and 7th street to US50.
Also 4 lane pike Street from Broadway to Mineral Wells. I would also like to see
Parkersburg has annexed Washington, Lubeck, Pettyville, and Mineral Wells. I hope to
see a vibrant city with an Aquatic Center in city park.

The Aquatic Center is a pressing topic for me.
The City Park Pool and Splash Pad needs a slide
and a lazy river and you can call it an aquatic
center. Continue investing in downtown. The old
saying is if you build it, they will come. Give
Annexation a real chance. It has worked in other
cities like Louisville, KY. It also worked when
Parkersburg annexed South Parkersburg. Ideally
Parkersburg should span from downtown to
Interstate 77 in all directions. Also rename US
50 the Wood County Expressway. The name
Expressway draws so much attention and
money. I'll be here for another 70 years and
have a child and wife here. Our jobs situation is
currently great and I appreciate the work that
has been done there
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What do you love about Parkersburg, why do you What do you think is the city's biggest opportunity?
call it home?
I believe it is a warm and friendly town, we were
I think the riverfront concerts are great, love the winter "Sunday music in the mall",would
transferred away from here in 1984 and lived in
like to see more of the same type of events.
five other cities, but missed the people and the
atmosphere here.

What do you think is the biggest challenge facing the city?

Do you have a suggestion on how the city could address this challenge?

We definitely need more business and job opportunities.I see the population getting
older, young people leaving,schools closing, house prices dropping. We have seen these
signs throughout our state.I see the new shops being built at the end of the mall as an
asset, but how will the empty site of the one retailer be filled? We need more things
happening in town to make people want to come here, or want to stay here,Maybe more
thing on the river.

I think we can look to our neighbor Marietta for good examples.They seem to have
I would love to see a bustling community with young families, discussing the need for
something going on downtown on most weekends throughout the spring to fall period, as more schools, rather than closing schools. A town recognized as being inviting, and
well as using their riverfront to the max .Charleston also has music on the river weekly
known as a great "riverfront" place to live or to visit for entertainment.
during the nice months and advertises it on their tv station constantly. So many times,
when we do have something in Parkersburg, I don't even know about it until after the
fact ,on the 11pm news or in the newspaper the following day. I think our tv station
needs to highlight Parkersburg more.I hate the fact that in order to have a good chance
for a seat for the music at the point you have to purchase a chair before the season. Why
not have weekly local entertainment there , with perhaps a free will donation, or having a
fee from vendors who wish to sell their concessions. I know it is a tremendous job to
bring companies to our area, but I think making our community a more attractive place to
live would help.

Drugs, lack of gainful employment, lack of criminal control
In a general sense, the narrow, small view exhibited by many citizens and leaders keeps
us a forgotten backwater. While the Mayberry ideal may be charming, it is not helping us
to compete in modern America. A little sophistication and professionalism would help our
image. Additionally, I see nearly every neighborhood in this city rotting away. Code does
not appear to be enforced; eyesore properties and derelict houses sink property values
and spirits all over town. The slumlord class, where investors buy cheap houses and rent
them out to those receiving housing subsidy, transfers the misery to people trying to
work and maintain a home. A company considering a move to Parkersburg would have to
take into account the present widespread shabbiness and, most likely, look elsewhere.

Unsure
Parkersburg needs to treat these absentee "entrepreneurs" (slumlords) as any other forprofit business operating in a residential zone and hold them to the highest standards of
property maintenance and control. Perhaps a reclamation bond would be in order. The
problem is so extensive, aggressive measures need to be taken. Other cities have done it
and we can too, if we have the will. The slumlords are usually powerful and well-to-do,
often in positions of authority, so it won't be easy, but the city's future depends on it.

Respectable industry,, no homeless, no drug zombies roaming aimlessly
The city has become home to thriving, 21st century businesses, perhaps in
communications, robotics, space exploration, or medical technology. We have a
beautiful center for the performing arts and a minor-league baseball team. Revival of
the vagrancy laws have nearly eliminated the hoards of homeless drug addicts, and the
streets are safe once again. A noise-reduction wall along US Route 50 has made the
neighborhoods quiet once more. Real streetlights, not those trashy dusk-to-dawn
mercury vapor horrors, line our pleasant domestic streets. Houses of all sizes are tidy
and presentable, and the roads are smooth and well-maintained. When chatting with
outsiders, our citizens hear praise and admiration for their city, not derision. In short,
people want to come here - and stay here.

Its not a "small town" nor a big city. Just something Parkerburg councils should have Facebook pages set up for positive conversations,
comfortably in the middle.
about options or thing happening with the community, somewhere where ideas can be
discussed.

I think that regulations are to tight in Parkersburg, there have and could be some great
businesses added to Parkersburg if there wasn't so many pointless hoops to jump
through. Their need to be great attraction to bring tourism here. It need to be more up to
date with the times, Parkersburg seems to be stuck in a time with no advancement.

Parkersburg needs to reach beyond the other small towns that are around Parkersburg.
Parkerburg need to figure out how to allow new businesses to start here without a
feeling of resistance. I mean for the smaller businesses that could build this town to
something great, take some chances let new thing come in, I know P-burg is afraid of
change but it will be OK.

Place that make people talk, like 'have you been to such n such place its great", "I wish
they had something like that as a kid." Don't fear the new.

A good place to raise a family or stop for a day visit. Being around family that is here.

People leaving and no reasons for them to stay.

Cheaper rent. Open minds. Targeting youth and young adults instead of old people. Use
the riverfront property they have devalued for years.

A progressive area in a less than willing to change environment. Think Oregon.

I love living in a smaller community. I love that I do
not have to deal with the brashness of social issues
that I would face on a daily basis in a larger more
liberal city. I love that it is still very much a rural
area.

The drug epidemic needs hit head on.
The kids in this town need something to do besides go see a movie and go to Walmart or
go on a back road to smoke pot.
Everyone wants to move away and the biggest reason I always hear is because there is
nothing to do.

We need to convince larger businesses to stop only looking at Parkersburg when they are Be able to have places to take family that is visiting and be able to do activities with
looking at metrics. They need to look at the mov as a whole. When we hit alot of the
them. Not just hang around and go to the mall.
metrics that companies are looking for if they look at the mov as a whole and not just
Marietta or just Parkersburg or just vienna.

My family is here. I grew up here and want to raise The city could easily become a "destination" city like Columbus if the right
my kids here.
opportunities/businesses were here.

All the homeless/drug users who wander our streets, deface our property, and
panhandle.

Honestly, get rid of the drug rehabs. Quit trucking in people for rehab. If they do come
here for drug rehab and end up not completing it or relapse, please send them back to
where they came from. I understand the need to help our fellow man, but we cannot
afford to continue dealing with the destruction they are causing.

Safe town with a variety of people and places to
work.
I dont I hate this town only here cause I cant leave
with my kids falsely taken and wrong I had no
fighting chance thank you shit hole town

More opportunities to get involved with others.

Lack of large venues.

No

Homeless people rents to high and no jobs

Stop taking house down and help the homeless with more jobs

Hope that I'm not here

Why do we call it home. We moved to Parkersburg
due to my Wife's job. It was a new business in the
area and the company was excited about it's
potential. I don't love anything about this town. It's
sad, dying and in often in it's own way it seems. Her
store is 7th in the company for theft. We are
actively trying to leave.

Parkersburg's biggest area of opportunity is addressing the crime and drug use. I can't
walk into a store in this town and spend more than 10 minutes without seeing theft.

Parkersburg seems to be a haven for crime. It's murder rate is almost 3 times the
national average. It's rape rate is over 2 times the national average.

The city looks like it is dying or dead. It doesn't look nice or inviting. After dark the town
looks down right shitty.

I'd hope to find it still standing. At the rate it's going now with crime and failing
Eric Barber needs to go. Crime needs to be
infrastructure I'd not be surprised to see it a ghost town or at least an empty burnt shell. properly addressed. Our police force needs to
be able to have tattoo's and facial hair. The cost
of living is way too high here.

It’s where I am
I love the natural beauty and fascinating history of
the mid-Ohio valley. I grew up in Parkersburg and
feel I received a superb education and priceless
memories and friends. After 25 years in
Charleston, I retired and came home to
Parkersburg because that's where my heart is.

Years ago, opportunities.
Parkersburg is blessed with a flatter topography than the rest of the state, two navigable
rivers, abundant rail lines, and several excellent colleges. We are not plagued by severe
weather, social upheaval, or geologic disasters. Parkersburg may be the most naturally
safe spot on the continent! Additionally, we were not cursed with marketable coal, which
has ruined so much of West Virginia. Additionally, we're within reasonable travel of some
very progressive cities in adjoining states. These attributes should easily grab the
attention of top-flight companies wishing to expand.

Downtown is the city's biggest opportunity. When people are going out on a Friday night
in Marietta they say they are going to "downtown Marietta" and wherever they end up
they end up because there is so much to choose from. They don't reference downtown
Parkersburg like that. It's either we are going to go to the blennerhasset or the brewery
or somewhere specific. There is nothing that brings the downtown together as a whole.
Point park is good but there's not enough space. To let your dog run, to play ultimate
frisbee, set up volleyball nets. I would love for all the parking lots that are along the flood
wall to be turned into massive grassy areas. Make it like Louisville has and Cleveland
has.

If you could visit Parkersburg 20 years from now, what would you hope you find?

Is there anything else you would like to share
with us?
Get the tv station and newspaper involved in
events, let everyone know ahead of time what is
going on, create excitement. Don't just wait
until the next morning and report on how nice it
was.

No
THANK YOU for this opportunity to express these
thoughts. I literally lie awake some nights
worrying about what is becoming of my home
town. I've wanted a platform for some time
now. Last thoughts: remedial measure need to
be pursued aggressively and always with the
greater good in mind.

The good old boys and their tactics deter most
of anything good happening around here. Those
who fail to recognize how it operates are more
than likely people who don’t get outside the
region very often.
Please keep our education system in mind. The
youth are our future and we can't forget them.

I would love to see more family activities. Things I travel out of town to do with my kids.
We frequent Columbus multiple times a year because they have so much for our kids to
do. I would rather keep my dollars here.

My family still here and healthy.

Parkersburg is dying. Yet here we keep bringing in people to our recovery centers. People
who often flunk out and end up turning to a life of crime to survive here instead of going
back where they were. We should focus on our own until the town is in a position of
growth. Then once the town is prospering we can help others. But at this point the town
is killing itself by allowing this.

Focus on fixing our own instead of allowing other towns to bus in their "unwanted".

The city seems like it lacks funding to do a lot of things but they tax the shit out of
everyone.

Focus on being inclusive. As in quit with the prayer at town council meetings, it's rude to
others and constitutionally out of place.

Stop taking kids that dont need to be taken and
worry about the one that does need help

Focus on bringing in businesses. (Maybe don't tax people for working in the town)
Focus on bringing in some diversity.

Figure out where all the money from taxes is going. The roads are shit, the sidewalks are
shit, the lighting is shit, the toll bridge is shit. Who's getting this money?

It used to be a nice safe town, now more of a
Get rid of blight, junkies, homeless. Make it look inviting not nasty.
blighted drug infested dump.
Parkersburg is still a small, big feeling city to some. Clean neighborhoods and public parks are essential. Activities and events are crucial.
A place where many people still know their
neighbors but not where everyone knows
everybody. Once an industrial Mecca it’s now
developing into a leader of the Arts in the state. The
low cost of living and ease of shopping along with
affordable housing is a plus. Residents still have
pride in their school sports, arts and country.

Jobs and crime

Clean the place up, get rid of the floodwall.

The industrial age is over. The city needs to find a new identity that attracts new income. More and more people are working from home or remotely. Many older buildings could
be converted to house data banks that not only helps locals but regions within the state
and beyond. Technology is a huge key, but it’s always changing.
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No bums, junkies or blight

Quit making it a convenient place for homeless
and criminals.
I look forward to the upgrade of building and home facades. I’d love to see parking
Parkersburg still has a lot of room to grow. New
meters removed in downtown and more social activities scheduled and taken advantage housing and development must happen. The
of by residents.
rivers must be kept clean and attention to
neighborhoods will bring a sense of pride back
to a gem that once considered to become a
metropolis.
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What do you love about Parkersburg, why do you What do you think is the city's biggest opportunity?
call it home?
It has potential to be a wonderful place to live.
The downtown area needs to be revitalized to give family's a place to go and walk
around.

What do you think is the biggest challenge facing the city?

Do you have a suggestion on how the city could address this challenge?

The homeless/drug problem by far!!! The city needs to stop pandering to these people
and start enforcing the laws. If we made it harder for them to live here maybe we could
actually clean it up some.

As my last answer stated start enforcing the laws and make it hard for these people to
live here. We also need more for families to do with their kids.

If you could visit Parkersburg 20 years from now, what would you hope you find?

Is there anything else you would like to share
with us?
To not see "homeless" people standing on every corner begging for something, to not see This is the city I am from. I have lived here most
addicts running around stealing anything they can get their hands on, and more family
of my life and sadly these problems are
friendly activities.
becoming bad enough that I have actually
thought about moving away. This was once a
beautiful city but we have allowed addicts and
supposed homeless people to drag down the
whole area. All the while running off businesses
and losing jobs. It is no longer family friendly
around here and that is a crying shame.

I love the river and the fact that there are chain as
well as sweet little private owned shops.
Drugs

I think a walking section of town would be great. I would like a small town vibe section

Drugs, definitely

No, but I really hope greater minds can come up with change

TARGET lol

drug dealer

Keeping meth heads in jail

have judges do there job

more boarded up houses more toothless people and take away both Walmart's

Small town atmosphere with some larger city
amenities.

Historically, it has been a very safe city. I would like to see that continue. It is a wonderful Homeless population and addictions.
city in which to raise a family.

The only thing I like about Parkersburg are a few of I unfortunately had no other option but to live here.
my neighbors, and a few people that I know.

I love and call parkersburg home simply because i
was born and raised here.

The drug epidemic. The thieving and homelessness. The constant drug deals...

I honestly would love for something to be done about the horrible drug problem here,
The drugs, the crime, the homelessness
when i was a child you could play out in the streets or in your front yard and was almost
1000% safe. When you see a child outside of the home here now, my first thought is I
hope that child makes it back inside their homes safely. I dont have any children yet, but
I do watch my 4 year old neice and when I take her out she stays glued to me by either
holding my hand, being pushed in the shopping cart or I am carrying her. I do not turn my
back for even one second because I am too scared to do so.

I was born here
It has a rich history and is close to Ohio.

Don't allow other cities to send there homeless here to live. Once people finish addiction I would like to find more trendy restaurants catering to different cuisines and healthy
programs, send them back home instead of letting them stay here.
eating, like WW, vegetarian, vegan, keto, and other choices.
Make the bus system better and the routes more clear.

Less drug activity. Just a happier, cleaner place in general.

KEEP CRACK HEADS IN JAIL TIRED OF SEEING
THEM
I love this city. I hate to see it going downhill
with the homeless and addiction problems.
Please stop letting people off with a slap on the
wrist with most crimes. . Show us citizens here
that the government does care about us.

Well for a start, stop the continuance of state assistance to the people who test positive Simply a better environment! I just wish people could care about others like I saw it as a I would honestly feel more at ease if there was
for any illegal substance, make them earn that assistance. For example, me and my
kid, yes parkersburg has always had their fair share of crimes, but its not even 100%
an on the property security guard.
boyfriend both have jobs amd both work all the time and we dont qualify for food stamps safe to send your children to school and thats one place they should feel safe.
simply because we both work, but all the drug addicted people can get all the assistance
and then some and all they do is well the stamps for drug money and they dont work,
dont pay taxes and we are the ones getting taxed to death so that they get their free
help, don't get me wrong i am all for helping people, but the state of West Virginia is
literally enabling these people by giving into the drug problem.

Jobs
The diversity of people living here. Maybe have more events dedicated to people's
interests, like furry events (Anthrocon is held in Pittsburgh).
Parkersburg honors its history and it is a tree city
Parkersburg could rather easily be a place where sustainability, energy efficiency and
with the Arbor Day Foundation. Parkersburg also
renewable energy development flourish. There is opportunity here to be a leading green
has an incredible recycling center, some wonderful city in WV.
libraries, and great recreational spaces in its many
parks.

Drugs
Drugs and homelessness.
Parkersburg needs to stop welcoming and embracing hatred. If West Virginia doesn’t act
this legislative session, Parkersburg needs a non-discrimination ordinance for the
LGBTQ+ community. Parkersburg also needs to signal its openness to people of all
religions AND no religion at all. The fact that its City Council is being sued for an
unconstitutional prayer invocation at public Council meetings is an embarrassment.

A non-discrimination ordinance for the LGBTQ+ community if the state legislature does
not pass the Fairness Act this session; a 100% renewable energy use commitment by the
city government by 2030; a commitment to public sector unionization/public employee
collective bargaining rights in the city; a composting initiative in the city for the collection
of compost the way recycling is collected, as well as a 100% commitment to recycling
and composting by the city government.

I’d like to see a community as open to and supportive of its LGBTQ+ community and nontheist/secular community as it is to its Evangelical or otherwise conservative Christian
community. I’d like to see a maximally energy-efficient, sustainability-focused and
climate stabilizing community.

Parkersburg is where I grew up. My family still lives I love how Herbalife is taking off. From the healthy shakes and teas to the zumba and
here.
cardio classes offered. I wish Parkersburg took advantage of being so close to the river
more.

Homeless/drug addicts roaming the street.

I wish I could say how to help those that don't want it. You can't force compassion on
those being robbed, you can't force someone to get clean. Maybe it's time to start
considering a little more force when it comes to blatant illegal activity.

Kid friendly restaurant/indoor play area for children under 10.

Ugh. Nothing.
Historical with amazing people fighting to keep it
alive (this does not endorse the city council, rather
the amazing community that eorks despite the city
council)

So many things need addressed, but there are so few reasons for anyone to stay other
than family ties, and inability to move.

Fairness! Be open and welcoming! Not passing the equality resolution says we are so
backward, why would any one want to be here?

Homeless are taken care of. Safety in town. The drug problem controlled much more.
Affordable, livable housing.

It is a small town with a big city feel.

Parkersburg can continue to move forward with that modern vibe while embracing its
historic past. Continue to offer downtown hangouts like breweries and coffee shops,
eateries, live local music, and art galleries while preserving historic buildings and
museums.

Public transportation, improved sidewalks, etc. It is also imperative that the Parkersburg
(and all of West Virginia) is welcoming and inclusive, otherwise we will continue to lose
young people to more inclusive areas no matter how many bars and eateries are
available here.

My family and best friends live in this community

Increasing music, the arts, and theatre within the community.

Racism, LGBTQIA discrimination within the community and within workplaces. Veteran
discrimination at work places. Employment discrimination and the exploitation of labor.

More shelters, programs for rehabilitation for drug users

No drugs
Less drug activity, less homeless, the town cleaned up

The drug use around 7th Street is rampant. It's
ridiculous.
I believe apathy and self serving have been big
issues in this city. It’s time to create a city
centered on the well-being and equal and
justice treatment of all.

Would love to see more family/child oriented
areas/businesses.
Parks aren't safe or clean anymore. Gymniks
and the mall seem to be the only place you can
remotely take your children to burn off some
steam other than parks.

I would hope to find a friendly, welcoming community with even more breweries and live
local music venues, full of diverse people of all ages and backgrounds. Hopefully the city
has grown, but not without losing that small town, laidback and friendly vibe.
Establish an Equal Rights Commission to allow community members to submit their
experiences to then create a group to establish policy.

More diversity, a booming art and music scene, more diverse businesses.

I USED to love Parkersburg for it’s safe
The city can bring back safety and security. Clean up the drug problem and the
communities. Kids could run and play and have no homeless. The city needs more activities for families.
worries. One could go to bed at night and not
wonder if the security system was going to show a
tweaked out individual trying to break in the family
home. The community had pride in his job,
appearance and integrity. Businesses expected
punctuality, knowledge and neatness of his
employees. There was more kindness among
individuals.

I think the biggest challenge facing the city is drugs. Fixing this problem will in turn, fix
other troubling challenges.

I was born and raised here.
Its potential. It has the potential to be a beautiful
and booming hub for the arts

Future Development.
The art and performing arts scene is really taking off and we have a very interesting
opportunity to grow to be a great connecting and growing arts community, in line with
Athens and Marietta.

Lack of anything to do.
The drug epidemic as well as beautification funding. Something needs to be done to
work on turning the growing drug use pain around and to work on repairing and
recovering more than just market street and downtown.

Arena,Skyzone,etc.
Police and government officials need to be more adamant on getting people into
recovery rather than just dishing out jail time, as well as being more responsive when it
comes to medical hazards and risks, such as the drug paraphernalia scattered
everywhere. The have been may times I've called in and reported a health risk of
discarded needles that were never taken care of.

The convergence of the Ohio and Little Kanawha
rivers make Parkersburg appealing to visitors and
locals.

There is a lot of opportunity to liven up the point park area of Parkersburg. I think of the
success Marietta has had with their parks and recreation along the rivers. That’s a local
comparison, but large scale I feel that Pittsburgh’s Point Park is a large scale model of
what we should strive for.

Diversity and inclusion is a huge challenge in the Parkersburg area. Parkersburg will
never be a desirable place to build and develop businesses for large companies who
have already embraced diversity and inclusion. Coming to Parkersburg would set most
large companies back.

Parkersburg should adopt the non-discrimination ordinance protecting LGBTQ+ people in Different districts that embrace many cultures and ethnic backgrounds and differences.
Parkersburg. Implementing LGBTQ sensitivity training and education to the Parkersburg What I envision would be a historic district, a theatre district, a business district, a
elected officials would be a nice start.
multicultural district, etc. additionally I would love to see entertainment venues and
outdoor recreational areas to bring talent to the area.

As a young millennial in the Parkersburg area, I
speak for many when I say that we want to
relocate to cities where acceptance and
progressive leaders encourage diversity of race,
sexual orientation, sexual identity, etc.
Parkersburg leaders are stuck and it is driving
our future leaders out of the area. The current
leaders of Parkersburg will be the demise of
Parkersburg.

Friendly and welcoming people.

Getting more small businesses in downtown.

Blight. Drugs. Unfriendly business climate.

Eliminate the user fee. Less focus on drug arrests and prosecution.

Need to attract technology and finance jobs less focus on manufacturing and energy,

I would like Parkersburg to be known as the best city in West Virginia.
Our city known for it’s safety, family oriented communities, always something to do and
the brightest future for the children with our excellence in education. The “Mayberry” of
Wood County.
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Progress versus the old and dying off.
A booming lgbtq+ friendly metropolitan area/community where you can feel safe to be
outside after dark- or at least not worry about stepping on a needle wherever you go
outside.

Newer buildings. More small business.

Help with homelessness is also needed.
Finding a way to provide more homeless
sheltering would be beneficial to this
community. The less at- risk people you have
on the streets, the healthier the community
gets.
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What do you love about Parkersburg, why do you What do you think is the city's biggest opportunity?
call it home?
Parkersburg has a lot of potential. I love the history More community funding and grants to clean up around the downtown area. The city
of the ohio valley itself.
could be so beautiful and bring so much attraction, but it's been used and abused, and
left for dead.

What do you think is the biggest challenge facing the city?

Do you have a suggestion on how the city could address this challenge?

If you could visit Parkersburg 20 years from now, what would you hope you find?

Drug abuse, homelessness, the overall attitude towards the whole epidemic.

Drug abuse- I think the community needs to take a more understanding, helpful, and
resourceful action. Instead of shaming and blaming, we need to be strong and
supportive to our hurt and vulnerable.

Clean streets and buildings, more public artwork like sculptures and murals, affordable
housing, the toll bridge demolished.

Homelessness- the homeless absolutely need treated better. They need encouragement.
We need to be more charitable but also push them in a more sustainable direction. Find
creative ways to house them cheaply but efficiently. Offer programs for job training, free
haircuts for interviews, speech development, clothing drives, etc.. Let them know they
are more than an eyesore to the town. The more we push the away & try to hide them,
the farther they are from becoming a productive member of society.

Is there anything else you would like to share
with us?
You should talk to Marietta Mainstreet. They
know what they're doing when it comes to
improving their town. That's why I moved to
Marietta. More to do, better to look at, less
crime.

Small town atmosphere with some larger city
amenities.

Historically, it has been a very safe city. I would like to see that continue. It is a wonderful Homeless population and addictions -- engaging in theft and panhandling. Walkers,
city in which to raise a family.
bicyclists, skateboarders at night with nothing to illuminate them -- very problematic for
drivers. They can't see them. Sidewalks -- city needs a comprehensive program to replace
broken sidewalks. To be done properly is too expensive for most of our citizens, many of
whom make minimum incomes or are on fixed incomes. Lighting -- many areas do not
have proper streetlight lighting. Condemned buildings. They are coming down, but needs
to be faster.

Don't allow other cities to send there homeless here to live. Once people finish addiction
programs, send them back home instead of letting them stay here. Educate the
population on the dangers of bicycling, skateboarding, or walking at night without proper
illumination. Require adults who are bicycling to take a safety course and to license and
inspect their bicycles for proper illumination and horns. Teach children bicycle,
skateboarding, and walking safety in schools, including extra precautions at night. Have
a citywide beautification program to replace sidewalks and provide illumination where
there is none. Unfortunately, the lack of illumination also seems to coincide with the
more poorly kept sidewalks.

I call it home because I grew up here my entire life
and want to see it thrive. I enjoy the local sports at
the high schools, and I like knowing that it keeps
it's identity. I like that there aren't natural disasters,
major crime, or annoying amounts of traffic.

The biggest opportunity is there are so many things the city COULD have. Such as a
baseball park, a cracker plant for more jobs, etc.. The opportunity is there and needed.
Yet.. every single time we say something is going to happen, it doesn't happen. Codes,
changes, monies, whatever. No one has faith that anything will change anymore.

The continued acceptance of drug use and drug users and the lack of growth and
activities for families. (Craft shows don't count)

Communities like Morgantown, Charleston, etc thrive because they expand. They add
Major changes and activities available for families. Baseball park, family fun center,
things to make life better. They are trying to grow. Parkersburg doesn't do that. We just maybe a casino? A casino would bring in lots of money for the city. But again, there is
talk about what could happen. Gee this would be nice, wow that would be cool to have. ALWAYS a reason we can't do it, but Charleston, Wheeling and Martinsburg can
Never happens. There is ALWAYS an excuse. Turn Manville into a place like The Elitethere would be people willing to make it happen. What happened to the land for the
baseball park? Why are all the buildings downtown just sitting there vacant? Do we really
need to have an old electric company building just sitting like an eye sore? DO
SOMETHING to change the city. MAJOR things. It costs a lot of money up front, but then
people want to live here, build businesses, add jobs. Our idea of growing Parkersburg is
trying to add a cool band for Homecoming. Yay... no one cares. Do something MAJOR.
Get the ball rolling. Change the culture.

THe only thing I want to share more is that I am
tired of all the reasons we CAN"T do something.
How about CAN? Provide the money, change the
codes, provide the incoming businesses with
what they need, I don't care. There is ALWAYS a
reason things can't be done in Parkersburg. I
just want for one time for something to happen
instead of talk about it and then it falls through.

I GREW UP THERE

PEOPLE CARED ABOUT OTHER PEOPLE,WE INJOYED SHOPPING DOWN TOWN

THE DRUGS,I WOULD LIKE TO SEE MORE SHOPS DOWNTOWN WHERE PEOPLE CAN
SHOP.THERE IS ONLY BANKS,BARS,BUISNESS THERE WE NEED SHOPS FOR ALL AGES
TO SHOP INSTEAD OF EVERYONE SHOPPING AT MALL OR WALMENT .PUT STUFF
DOWNTOWN THAT WOULD GET IT BACK TO LIFE THERE IS NOTHING DOWNTOWN TO
SHOP FOR BRING DOWNTOWN ALIVE AGAIN MAKE IT A PLACE PEOPLE WOULD COME TO
AND TALK ABOUT LIKE I REMMEMBER I AM 55 YRS OLD I CAN THINK OF ALL KINDS OF
STUFF TO BUILD IT BACK UP

BRING DOWNTOWN ALIVE AGAIN .THERE ARE NO SHOPS OR ANYTHING DOWNTOWN
THAT DOWNTOWN WOULD BE ALIVE AGAIN AND NO MORE DRUGS
ANYMORE,DO THINGS TO MAKE PEOPLE WANT TO VISIT DOWNTOWN,WE HAD A MOVIE
THEATER THERE AT ONE TIME NOT ANY MORE WE NEED LITTLE SHOPS FOR ALL AGES
TO SHOP AT.BRING SOME LIFE TO DOWNTOWN I GREW UP THERE I AM 55 YRS OLD IF
WE DONT DO SOMETHING SOME DAY IT WILL BE A GHOST TOWN,IN MARIETTA THEY
HAVE SHOPS OPEN ON FRIDAY NIGHTS THEY HAVE VENDORS AND INTERTAMENT.EVERY
WEEK.ALL WE HAVE IN PARKERSBURG IS BARS,BANKS,BUISNESS.THATS ALL.I WANT TO
SEE PARKERSBURG LIKE IT WAS BUSY PEOPLE SHOPPING BRING DOWNTOWN ALIVE
AGAIN,IF EVERYONE COULD HELP SOME TO BRING IT BACK ALIVE THAT WOULD BE
GREAT

PARKERSBURG COULD BE GREAT AGAIN IF
EVERYONE WORKED TOGETHER TO MAKE IT
BETTER,BRING SOME LIFE BACK INTO
DOWNTOWN.BRING SOME SHOPS TO IT

I was born here.

There are tons of opportunity’s, start by making the rents reasonable again and
attracting businesses that start employees out on more than minimum wage.

The drugs and theft. People need punished for their crimes when caught.
Boredom, no good paying jobs coming to this area.

Quit letting rehabs import addicts to this area, actually punish them when they are
caught, don’t let theft go on, make the shit police do their jobs and then make the shit
judges enforce it!!

A place like when I grew up, where there were things to do beside go to a park or eat and Make the city council quit voting themselves
you could leave your decorations out without them getting stolen.
raises!!! Whether they deserve one or not should
voted on by the people they supposedly
represent, then maybe they would do their jobs
instead of just getting paid more and more to do
nothing

A lot of community involvement. Progress toward
making it appealing by offering more events. We
have two great high schools in the same city. There
are some cool tourist destinations. The Island.
Blennerhassett. Parkersburg Art Center. Actors
Guild. Some great places to eat. The City Park is
awesome and home to a lot of my memories. The
MOV Multi-Cultural Festival happens there every
year. Safe with the exception of a few areas.

I think Downtown PKB is great. I love the events that are coordinated and
communicated. Winterfest is very underrated. It is a wonderful celebration. I live for the
Monster Mash. I personally love the strung street lights on Market. I would love to see
more of that.

The water and air quality are dismal. If I were to move it would be to get away from that.
It is scary. We get cooler water but still boil with it, shower in it, etc. There is no avoiding
the unknown health risks. I think the non-safe streets are a sore point for the City. Lynn
Street and surrounding areas. If that area was targeted and cleaned up it would do a lot!
Also the vacant downtown locations and the private offices on the ground floor. It doesn't
help to create the walk along the sidewalk kind of environment that is so nice in other
areas.

Lancaster has a fantastic First Friday. I know we have started that. I think more
communication about free parking areas or non-parallel parking spaces. A map or
someway for people to not feel apprehensive about stopping downtown to eat or go to
an event for fear of not being able to park.

We need a concert venue. Nothing crazy. But bigger than the Adelphia. There is a large
support for the music scene but no where that will hold a mid-large concert. We have
had some amazing music festivals sponsored by 103 The Bear. We just need a defined
location. I would love that.

Fifteen years ago: " A beautiful little city that is big
enough to have everything you need but with a
verysmall town feel and very little crime"
Today: " My neighborhood is not too bad but keep
things locked up, this town is not what it used to
be"

It truly hurts me to say this but I am not very optimistic about Parkersburgs future. Good
people are leaving. What are you going to have left when they are mostly gone?

Drugs ,crime and negativity.

This survey is a great start! We also need a local government that cares that our citizens Walk anywhere in this town at midnight and feel safe.( I did that forty years ago)
can't live their best lives because someone wants to take what they have worked for.
The law abiding,tax paying people of this town need to know that someone has their
backs.

It's got a great energy, people are nice

We need more service projects for the community, there seems to be a considerable
Legalized LGBTQ discrimination, optional recycling
amount of homeless in this area. Maybe start a tiny home initiative, or work on getting a
developer to come start a tiny home community/housing subdivision to allow for more
affordable housing. Also to make Parkersburg a place where the LGBTQ community
won't face legalized discrimination which will bring more people to the area

It was a great place to grow up and to raise a
family. Still has a "small town" feel with amenities
of a larger town.

I didn't choose to live here...I was raised here, went to school here, raised my kids here,
worked and retired here, and just haven't left. My kids have left, however, to
metropolitan areas. They don't even like to visit Parkersburg because it has become so
depressing over the last 5-10 years.

It was my home since 8th grade. Friends were here. Continue making Parkersburg an attractive place to live but we will need jobs.
It felt safe. We know that safe can no longer be
applied. Doors must be locked 24/7 as druggies
have no fear and will try doors any time of day and
walk in.

I would like to find more trendy restaurants catering to different cuisines and healthy
I love this city. I hate to see it going downhill
eating, like WW, vegetarian, vegan, keto, and other choices. I would like to see
with the homeless and addiction problems.
neighborhood grocery stores. I would like to see more spaces throughout the city like City
Park and Southwood Park where people can go to walk, relax, let their children play, and
enjoy the open air. I would like to have something like the Clay Center in Charleston
here. I would like to have something like Cosi in Columbus as a tourist attaction. So, to
sum up, I would like to see the city cleaned up and made even more beautiful than it
already is, I would like to see the neighborhoods safer so residents can feel safe any
time they are walking including safe sidewalks and safe lighting and less theft, I would
like to see Parkersburg be a "go to" place with more tourism activities available.

I also thing we do need a Club. Not just another Bar. The Nip N Cue was the place to be
back in the day. Pool on one side, dancing on the other. We don't have anything like that.
Some may feel that is counterproductive but I think that something like that might take
people out of the house parties and give them somewhere to go. And personally I think
the house parties can provide too much of an environment for dangerous activities and
drug use.

Ban cheap shopping bags to move the community in the right direction towards being
eco-friendly. Add a few water bottle filling stations around town to encourage people to
bring reusable water bottles instead of disposable bottles adding to trash

I used to love my town, I want to feel that way
again. We need a city government that wants to
take our town back from the addict's.

A gay bar, affordable housing and an inclusive community

See previous answer. Also, a revitalized "downtown", not just parking lots and offices.
The town needs a revitalization. Neighborhoods need a facelift. Folks need to take more I like the idea of a "riverwalk" with shops, small parks, gardens, eateries, and activities
pride in their homes and town. And, of course, the drug problem needs to be dealt with available by the river. We are fortunate to have two, so why not take advantage of them.
much more aggressively.

Nobody feels safe here anymore. Too many
druggies, thieves, too much property
destruction. We need to be more welcoming and
inclusive to minorities and LGBTQ.

Druggies. Police and judicial not working together. Education quality declining - inability
to protect teachers Losing population and tax base. And many more.

Work to bring workers comp and B&O taxes in
line.

United States EPA smart growth in small towns has resources and assistance.
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That there is still a town I could bring a stranger to without being embarrassed or
guarded.
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What do you love about Parkersburg, why do you What do you think is the city's biggest opportunity?
call it home?
I've lived here for 35 years. My parents moved us to History preservation is key. Make Parkersburg a destination, not a disgrace. Compare us
Parkersburg when I was 13 years old. My entire
to Marietta.
family lived here, so I was excited about moving to
Parkersburg. Blennerhassett Island, Mansion, and
Hotel are amazing. I loved visiting Carnegie Library
and the old theaters. My high school art teacher
took us to the Burwell and Smoot for tours. I love
the history here, but hate that so much has been
forever erased. The new Fort Boreman is a great
addition. City Park used to be a fun family
destination. Not so much anymore. I stay only
because I own my home and my family is here.

What do you think is the biggest challenge facing the city?

Do you have a suggestion on how the city could address this challenge?

If you could visit Parkersburg 20 years from now, what would you hope you find?

Drugs. My mother lives in a rough part of town. It used to be a great neighborhood. Not
now. Drugs are rampant and so many residents turn their back. Also, far too many
historic buildings are being demolished. You could start with the Carnegie Library
preservation.

Please look into enforcing no engine brakes within city limits. Post signs, then enforce it. Clean, smooth streets and sidewalks. Historic landmarks and buildings. Thriving
Camden Avenue/Route 95 has so much unnecessary noise. There are cities and towns economy. Happy residents. Minimal drug problems. One can dream.
everywhere with this law. Why not Parkersburg? Someone also needs to look into the
city's rights when it comes to the historic Carnegie Library. It should NOT be permitted to
rot to the ground because it is "tied up in litigation". That's ridiculous. I am quite certain
the city's historical society has some rights when it comes to this.

Is there anything else you would like to share
with us?
Why are there no engine brake restrictions in
residential areas? I have lived on Camden
Avenue (Route 95) for 13 years. I've lived with
the Jake brakes this long, but admit I thought
for sure there would have been signs posted at
the city limits by now. Most cities have laws to
prevent this unnecessary noise in residential
areas. There are no hills on Camden Avenue.
Engine brakes are not needed. It's ridiculous. I
wake up every night at least twice because
some driver feels the need to use his brake 15
feet from my home. There should be zoning
laws for this.

Born an raised. Its just home.

North Bend Rail Trail proximity, recreational opportunity's proximity

Taxes, blight, trash

Community involvement in making Parkersburg a
safe and values-driven place to live.

The biggest opportunity is the development of the downtown area.

The biggest challenge is not having the foresight to retain historical buildings or having
enough space for new businesses in the downtown area. Another big challenge is the
drug problem.

Provide incubator sites for small business start-ups combined with tax breaks. Provide
more education in schools.

An improved downtown developed area.

Since many people in Parkersburg working at
the Fiscal Service (Public Debt) are either from
Washington, D.C., or travel on business there,
they are familiar with the cherry blossom trees
planted around the tidal basin. Parkersburg
should consider planting cherry blossom trees
around the City Park pond. Cherry blossom trees
in bloom would not only provide an annual
attraction for locals, but also draw in tourists
from the surrounding areas to see and spend
money in Parkersburg. How about putting the
Veteran's Museum at the abandoned Point Park
Marketplace? Then you would have 2 museums
next to each other - the Blennerhassett and
Veteran's Museum as a tourist draw. Bring back
the parking meters behind the Fiscal Service.
Employees and museum visitors can use them
and the city will gain an additional $20,000
(approx.) annually. Years ago, there was talk
about using the abandoned bridge pylon as a
base for a statue. How about we put something
on that pylon that visitors to the city can see
related to the history of the area, such as a
Native American, or something similar?

Lack of respect for diversity and economic decline.

Yes, adopt a Non- Discrimination Ordinance like 12 other cities in the state.

Thriving arts district with artists of all sorts, ages, and economic levels. This would drive
other businesses and create an environment people would enjoy visiting. Oh, did I
mention that LGBTQ+ folks comprise a huge portion of the arts community?

Stop tearing down every historic building before
Downtown is nothing more than a parking lot.

Smaller town with beautiful surroundings centrally Maximize entertainment and event opportunities promoted as close to home. No need to Budget and homeless/panhandling.
located between multiple large metropolitan areas. travel 2 - 3 hours for big name entertainment.

Eliminate loopholes and fraud in tax and public assistance programs. Crackdown on
panhandling.

More local festivals and bigger name entertainment options and venues.

Parkersburg is one of the friendliness communities We should incorporate Point Park's development to encourage people to come
I have ever lived in.
downtown. Look at how Charleston and Huntington have revitalized their downtown
areas, building upon the success of their riverfronts!

Instead of waiting for a big business to come in with jobs, we should encourage small
businesses/start-ups to come to town, and help them grow their businesses. We also
have to tackle the drug epidemic, and the blighted housing, and lack of affordable
housing, especially for families who can't afford to pay $800-1,000 month in rent for a
one-bedroom shack in a poor neighborhood!

Partnerships, and learning from others.

A mass-transit system that is available, and affordable for all. Neighborhoods that are
inclusive for all. Green spaces instead of parking lots. If you have a super mass-transit
system, you won't need all those parking lots!

Small town feel. Used to feel very safe. If I didn’t
have the job I have, I might be forced to leave
though. (I grew up in Pburg but currently live in
Mineral Wells).

We have a rich history here and that should be capitalized on.

Drug addiction and the crime that comes with it. We MUST find a way through this.

Such a complicated issue. Treatment sources must be made available when someone
decides they want help. LONG TERM sources. Also, the city needs to crack down. Arrest
them if they’re messed up in the streets. Hold them in jail. Whatever you need to do to
get them off the street and unavailable to use.

More good-paying, family-supporting jobs that don’t require college degrees. We must
bring businesses to our area.

Smaller city, lived here my whole life, feels like
we're on the verge of something worth sticking
around for, plateaued with drug problem

Family activities- downtown, city park, etc., further-education programs- entry-level
Probably budgeting if you're wanting to change things, but socially- drugs, homelessness Haven't thought too much about it
training for better paying jobs, bigger attractions- water park(indoor/outdoor), go-cart
track, we have a ton of hotels, restaurants, decent shopping, but no reason for people to
come here, creating more livable and reasonable housing for families-- clean up trashy
neighborhoods, free WiFi city-wide

I wouldn't say I "love" anything particular. Taste of
Parkersburg, reasonable housing costs, central
location for other travel destinations, proximity to
work.

Revitalizing downtown, but with only paid parking, that's not likely.

apathy

1) Comprehensive look at the streets, especially one-way situations, signs, etc. Everyone Not so many run down houses, play areas for children & programs for young adults,
who lives here knows how to get around, but it's a nightmare for people visiting.
especially involving physical activity.
2) Getting from one side of the city to another takes excessive time, due to unnecessary
(or uncoordinated) traffic lights. Establish citizen-led initiative to review traffic
lights/intersections to recommend improvements. For example, traffic lights on little
used streets run 24/7. Why not change to blinking yellow outside of high traffic hours.
3) Citizen-led initiative to make recommendations for improvements to appearance of
entrance points to the city.
4) Other citizen advisory groups, to make recommendations to City Council on other
issues.
5) Initiatives to encourage people to rehab older homes.

I'm old fashioned, like many in PKB.

O&G good for the whole state, if they would uncap the wells.

Meth.

No.

Not too big, but close enough to bigger cities
Try to have something for everyone

Downtown needs a year round concert venue i.e. Peoples Bank Theater
hub for region, everyone comes here to work and shop

Drugs
Homeless population is growing.Too may street people.

Quit bussing them in from other cities
another hospital, Thriving economy
stop panhandling, they don't want to work so getting them a job is not the answer. I really Thriving downtown, more green spaces, less vacant buildings that are eyesores.
don't know the solution.

Parkersburg is a city on the decline and it would be This city needs to work on embracing diversity. A non-discrimination ordinance would
difficult to recommend it to anyone for a visit.
definitely help to create a warmer, more welcoming atmosphere.

Large Auditorium-similar to the Clay center in Charleston, Walking trails completed to
Vienna, North Bend Trail Completed, Oil & Gas Museum to look like a professional
museum, More river activities, elimination of User Fee payroll tax.

Evolved to keep up with the time

More strip malls...that's sarcasm.
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I saw the headline, "Parkersburg Prepping for
2030 Plan", aka Agenda 2030. If we allow this
you can forget about the Constitution and the
Bill of Rights. We will all be living in 200sq. foot
apartments, eating soy burgers, under complete
control. Be careful what you wish for.
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What do you love about Parkersburg, why do you
call it home?
I love its arts and culture, the people who work so
hard to make a difference, and the fact that its a
river town (although hidden).

What do you think is the city's biggest opportunity?

Do you have a suggestion on how the city could address this challenge?

If you could visit Parkersburg 20 years from now, what would you hope you find?

I enjoy the river, our parks, and the potential for the Recreation - Bike trails that run throughout the city along the waterfront. Real bike-lanes Income and landlords. The landlords are exploiting properties and renters for profit.
future.
that are separate and apart or at least protected from vehicle lanes. See bike trails in
They are not invested in the city. If they continue to purchase and invest, the city will
Ohio and bike lanes downtown Indianapolis as an example.
continue to go down. Income needs to rise. People need to earn more to spend more
and to invest more in the community.
Outdoor Market and Event Space - the downtown parking lots could easily be refreshed
to include an outdoor theatre, grass, and parking. See Newark Ohio and how they
revitalized their downtown with a market area.

Regulate landlords. Encourage fair wages from employers. Invest in our young people.

I would hop to see a greenway downtown that recognizes our history and industries. A
greenway is a dedicated recreation path separate and apart from auto lanes where
people could walk, sit, and ride bikes. Wile doing so they could enjoy the greenery on
the greenway and hopefully some history in the form of monuments.

History. Beautiful & wild.

It still has beauty. It has it's wild and independent past.

Poverty, drugs, lack of education. Educated people leave. There is no diversity and no
sense that people of different genders, race, religions are safe there.

Art. The area needs artists, festivals, publicize how beautiful the hills and woods are.
Crafters. Independent restaurants. A safe place for people of color, LGBT people, etc.
The area is controlled by conservatives and they are driving out everything.

A thriving community of musicians, artists, hippies, off the grid folx, much more diversity.

Parkersburg is a close knit community that offers
opportunity. One of the things I love is the history
and culture opportunities. While Parkersburg has
not fully capitalized on its history and culture (I'll
note more about that below), the City offers a
beautiful historic district, museums, theaters, and
decent locally owned restaurants. There is a
potential for growth in entertainment and using the
City's culture as an attraction.

The history and geographical setting (2 rivers, scenic views) create a tourism opportunity.
City leaders have tried to grow this area, but certain things need to occur in order to fully
capitalize on this potential. First, more efforts need to occur to save the City's historic
structures. Too many buildings have been abandoned or torn down. A city of parking lots
lacks charm. Secondly, the after-hours population needs to be addressed. I explain my
concerns in the next question. People will expect to find a clean, safe downtown.

The biggest challenge must be the growing opioid epidemic and homeless problems. The
impact is so far reaching and affects everyone. Community resources are being poured
into combatting these items rather than being used in more productive ways, such as
improving parks. Neighborhoods, schools, and many sectors of the city are negatively
impacted. You cannot even drive to work downtown without driving by someone who
appears to be under the influence. Too many non-resident individuals are flocking to
Parkersburg for treatment, but after their stay at a facility voluntarily or involuntarily
ends, they end up in the streets a lot of the time. This is a problem being faced by
countless other communities, but it is certainly a big hurdle for Parkersburg to address.

The City is actively addressing blight, especially in the lower-income housing districts of
the City. I hope these efforts continue as they help combat the serious problems I
previously addressed. I hope the City brainstorms ways to get the transient population
out of the City.

I hope to find new businesses. Hopefully, more efforts are made in the next 20 years to
preserve those assets of the City that are essential to tourism and culture. Hopefully,
certain gems, such as the Smoot Theater, Blennerhassett Hotel, Parkersburg High
School, and other historical structures are still around and being used.

Small town feel.

Revitalizing the downtown district! A healthy downtown district is vital to attracting
younger generations. Creating more of a safe family friendly environment downtown. In
general family activities, the skating rink was a great addition keep going in this
direction!

Drugs, homelessness and blight.

Clean up the blight and focus on rehabilitation. Investing in clean up and supporting
organizations that can help you accomplish these goals. When it comes to drugs focus
on rehabilitation but also on the generation of children growing up with drug addicted
parents, education and the foster care system are extremely important in the current
environment.

A thriving downtown, decreased blight and homelessness. Family friendly events, walking There is a great deal of potential in Parkersburg,
trails, wayfinding signage, downtown housing.
and I believe things have been on a upswing.
But there is still a lot of work to be done.

My wife and I work and live in Parkersburg. Our
The City Park splash pad and ice skating rink are steps in the right direction. Southwood
children have grown up here. My mother was raised Park also has a theme park quality waterslide (which is still mostly unknown to people
here. Our extended family live in the area. We are living north of the Little Kanawha) and the Point Park concert series is impressive.
comfortable with Parkersburg.

The Parkersburg and Wood County Library system is an extremely overfunded
governmental organization. They have cash reserves nearly equivalent to their annual
budget and have been hiding the fact by not providing the required annual reporting to
it's governing authorities in accordance with West Virginia State Code 10-1-8, or the
Parkersburg and Wood County Public Library By-Laws of the Board of Library Directors,
Article V, Section 5. No other governmental organization has that kind of luxury. As one
of the three governing authorities over the Parkersburg and Wood County Library system,
Parkersburg's annual contributions may need to be reevaluated to see if there aren't
more pressing immediate needs. Additionally, according to Article V, Section 3 of the bylaws, "The Library Board may lease or purchase and occupy suitable quarters or erect
upon ground procured through gift or purchase appropriate buildings for the use of such
library..." This is also reflected in WV State Code. This concerns me because the City of
Parkersburg owns the land where the South Parkersburg library was built, not the library.

Research my statements and the code and by-laws that I've referenced. Verify their
That our young tradesmen and college graduates are able to find gainful employment
annual budget and reserves. Hold the Board of Directors and Director Raitz accountable. locally.
Director Raitz, in a Board of Education meeting on October 8, actually said in his
presentation that the Library is not governed by the Wood County BOE (and by proxy, the
City of Parkersburg and Wood County Commission). Michael Erb from Parkersburg News
and Sentinel made an audio recording of the meeting. CAS Cable also made a video
recording of the presentation.

Terry's Hotdogs and Broadway Sandwich Shop.
They best food in the city

Drugs, high crime, house invasions, always closing schools and tearing down historical
Others communities are fighting crime, they listen to there community. But at a
buildings. The dumbest thing was build a water park at city park. Kids were injured and parkersburg city council meeting citizens are treated unfairly and second class citizens.
the city council water 1.3 million dollars. This money can be used for sidewalks. More
Leadership must change for the city to change.
police, better roads. City council would not listen to the public. How do we expect for this
survey to work if city council does not listen. Shame on city leadership!

I feel that stronger branding and marketing of our arts and culture might make the city
more appealing to employers. What we need most are jobs that will increase our
population, adding to the tax base necessary to improve infrastructure.

Southside is building and it is great! More jobs and more places to shop.

What do you think is the biggest challenge facing the city?

Is there anything else you would like to share
with us?
Attracting companies is difficult when you don't have a trained, eager to work, workforce. We need to support small businesses better, helping them get started and helping them Vibrancy! Good streets. Homes that are lived in and cared for because people have jobs We are a river town that doesn't much celebrate
its rivers. We have the floodwall blocking the
with a ready workforce. Code enforcement is a big challenge. I recently worked with the and can take care of them. Retail shopping in South Parkersburg and Downtown.
Ohio and we have old factories and
City to open an expansion of an existing business located in the county. The direction we
undeveloped land along the Little Kanawha.
received was not consistent and it it took time to keep changing direction. For a small
business that can be very costly and defeating.
We need to put in our plan how we are going to
change our picture and opening up the
view/values of the rivers is key.
We need to move our young people, those who
are or were addicted into education so we can
get them involved in life again. Too many of
them have been left behind.

I would like to see people living downtown also. If there are residents downtown, there
will be business downtown and that would be good for the city. I hope that we do not
become another town that died and is hanging on by opening antique shops for weekend
travelers. We need sustainable jobs or shops downtown.

Simply, the City needs an economic driver. Hino
has been great, and hopefully there is more
downstream industry as result of Hino's
expansion. Fiscal Services has been a blessing
for the City, so have institutions such as
Highmark, the banks, and the hospital system.
However, more industries that offer economic
opportunity are needed.

It concerns me greatly that real estate
forecasting is predicting that nationwide over
the next 20 years there will be a surplus of
500,000 homes on the market added every
year for the next 20 years. It is vital that the City
address the issue in the 10 year plan.

Less crime, better roads, better ways to spend tax dollars

For crime to go down, more police, more k9
team, if we have a small force more crime will
come in bottom line. I grew up here loves being
from parkersburg but now it is a shit hole.

Hometown feel even with a bigger city feel and the The biggest opportunities are in growth. Expanding the scale of the city with annexation Drug and homeless problem. Also, there is a huge housing shortage. Population
of unincorporated areas around the city all the way to I77 in all directions. Also rename decrease.
festivals like homecoming and the multi cultural
festival.
US50 through Parkersburg the Wood County Expressway. The expressway name
indicates a larger city. It's time to make Parkersburg a city. Also, expand the City Park
Pool to a City Park Aquatic Center or Waterpark. Add a lazy river, a couple of water slides,
and a dream for the area, a wave pool.

Low Income Housing needs to be prioritized in areas Parkersburg intends to annex
outside current city limits. That development would help address the housing shortage
and hopefully the homeless problems as well. A nice, large Rehabilation center out on
Emerson by the interstate for recovering drug addicts would help also.

I hope to find the largest city in West Virginia by size and population. Its closer than you
think. Parkersburg must embrace growth or it will continue to die.

A convention center/civic arena needs to be a
future project. Downtown could use it with all of
its Parking Lots. A 5,000 seat civic center is
ideal. Concerts, Disney on Ice, Circus events,
Pro Wrestling events, possible indoor
soccer/basketball/volleyball state tournaments
and the big reds vs Patriots basketball games
can be played there. A ton of opportunity if the
city is willing to get there. I believe in this city.

Parkersburg is my birthplace. I call it home. It is
where my family are, what I know and am most
familiar with.

Actually, I think the clean up of Lynn Street is the best thing happening in a long time.
Parkersburg is no longer safe in my opinion. Time to clean up the streets.

Drugs/Crime

Jail Diversion thru the court systems; MAT (Medicaid Assisted Treatment)

Perhaps an open farmer's market. A place to walk/bike. A waterpark. Safety.

I grew up in the sixties. I still remember when
Parkersburg was booming. Bring that back.

I love the history and the arts and nostalgia. There
are lots of great stories that are not just the
standard Blennerhassett Island- the Julianne
Square district is a treasure that doesn't get near
enough attention.

To be inclusive. And by that I mean as is typical in small clubs up to big organizations all
the way to cities, there are the people who want to do things- whether they are wealthy
or not- and there are the complainers. The biggest opportunity is this survey plus take
more surveys using the newspaper, gather information at City Park, from school kids, go
to Senior Centers- talk to all walks of life even the homeless and people in recovery and
find out what they want to be involved with. There has to be something that everyone
can participate in. And once you have that buy-in you can get them to do more.

The same names and faces do everything. And on the other side, you have the people
I think Marietta has the right idea- not in the large things like Sternwheel- but smaller
who are first complain, but never have any answers. They just want everything for
events like the Corn Festival that could bring people together more often.
free.Things I would change? Take the Parkersburg Ice Cream Social and some of the
smaller events that already go on and add some city support like when they do those
events at Spencer Park in Vienna. Instead of wanting everyone to go to City Park or Point
Park for a big event, a little money and effort spread around would touch more people.
Also there is a perception, and it is true, that some of the people who are SUPPOSED to
be working for Parkersburg don't. There is no reason why Downtown PKB isn't using a
local booking agency. If people don't like the fat guy in the big SUV, there are others. But
there is no reason to call Morgantown or Florida for services available right here.

I would like to be able to walk and bike all over town without getting run off the road.
And I would like there to be adequate transportation for people with disabilities and
seniors.

Dirty, crime, drugs, seedy, abandoned homes and other buildings

Clean city, crime free, roads and side walks repaired, exciting downtown.

Small town, close commutes, seasons, high school Just the opposite
sports,
Art and Culture
Art and Culture

Drugs,Activities, and old buildings that are in decay.

Raise taxes and put more cops on streets, tear down dilapidated houses and buildings,
enforce law on landlords and drug houses fix streets and sidewalks
crack down on drug problem, not have downtown bethel on market street.
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Artistic murals, gardens, parks. restaurants, outdoor dining.

Get jobs from DC like they promised by getting
them out of Maryland.
parkersburg can do this just needs to take it
serious. look toward the future not the present.

IGNITION SURVEY RESULTS
Results Pulled March 4, 2020
Parkersburg, WV - Comprehensive Plan

What do you love about Parkersburg, why do you What do you think is the city's biggest opportunity?
call it home?
I didn't choose to live here. I was born here. I kind We're the fourth largest city in the state. We shouldn't have a problem BEING a city. We
of take pride in how rough and dirty it is. I take
should have the facilities, the work, the organizations of a real city.
pride in overcoming that.

What do you think is the biggest challenge facing the city?

Do you have a suggestion on how the city could address this challenge?

If you could visit Parkersburg 20 years from now, what would you hope you find?

Is there anything else you would like to share
with us?
This form seems very positive biased.
Really just about everything. The people are vile, nasty trash. They are so angry and rude. Do not offer tax abatements. Do not encourage or allow companies to locate here unless Something like Austin or Nashville is now. Downtown filled back up with business and
That's gotta be something that changes. But I think that's all linked to be unhappy about they pay a living wage. Keep Camden-Clark from taking everyone's money by charging
vibrant. The mall out of business. And people with healthcare, working good-paying jobs, Parkersburg is a shit hole even though I love it.
and spending that extra time and money on taking pride in their neighborhoods again.
If you can't admit the problems, you can't fix
poverty. That also leads to why businesses can't stay here or won't locate here to begin astronomical prices for care.
them.
with. No one has extra time or money. Jobs only hire part-time and pay $7/hour. No one
can afford healthcare. The water is poisonous. It all comes down to desperate people
Education might help. People here are barely literate, unable to think critically in order to
and the companies taking advantage of them.
make changes.

The People

jobs , urban renewal

Set standards for living in Parkersburg. Fine property owners who won't tear down or
clean up their property . Use that money on sidewalks and urban renewal. Go talk to
other leaders in towns that are doing well and get their insight .

Jobs and urban renewal.

Your work in trying to bring back downtown
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I lived in the area years ago and just recently
moved back to Parkersburg . The difference in
the town is obvious . My question or suggestion
is why aren't the property owners held
accountable for their property ?? My Grandpa
used to say it is okay to be poor , but their is no
excuse for being dirty. These vacant homes and
some rentals are just mind blowing . When you
see a yard full of trash and the wind is blowing it
out into the street , who is in charge of that ??
Are their no laws on the books to make these
people tear down or clean up these properties
??? Seems like it would be a good way to
generate extra money,if they would not comply. I
think if we would set standards and implement
some work programs for the needy, it would go
along way. Just my thoughts. When i bring my
family to the city park i don't want to see vacant
crack houses . Tear them down, fix them up or
fine the owners. Simple.

IGNITION WORKSHOP RESULTS
Parkersburg, WV - Comprehensive Plan
Date: 1-30-2020

PARKERSBURG SOUTH HIGH SCHOOL
GROUP DISCUSSION
Positives/things you love about Parkersburg
•

•

•

•

Arts, history, and culture
o Art center and Actors guild
o Antique shops
o The people
o History/Indian legacy
o (Multi) cultural events
o historic landmarks in town
o Love for the arts/volunteers
Local support and community engagement
o Local and small business
o Mary b’s
o Unique restaurants
o Good Schools – community supporting high school sports/school rivalry
o Homecoming at the end of summer
o Events, concerts, Parades and festivals
 summer concerts at the point
 hosting festivals
 Turkey trot/half marathon
 Downtown activities (Monstermash, Artoberfest)
Natural and recreational resources
o Parks and trails
o Dupont park-pathways and cleared
o Beautification efforts and city park lights
o Blennerhasset island/park
o Sport facilities
o Pools
o Skating Rink
Housing
o Riverside housing opportunities
o Places for the homeless
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Negatives/things you would like to change
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Housing
o Obsolete housing
o Community conditions - Dilapidated properties/neighborhoods
o More housing variety - more retirement homes
Safety
o General security – lack in number of police in parks and neighborhoods
o Drug epidemic
Engagement Opportunities
o More organized hangout spaces/attractions for teens and young professional
population - Gym/fitness, clubs, etc.
o Need more consistent activities for variety of age groups
o All current activities are in the north end
o Reopen drive in
Mobility and Infrastructure
o No sidewalks/lack of sidewalk connectivity and upkeep
o More infrastructure repair and maintenance
o Better and wider roads
Economic Development
o More development downtown
o More anchor stores/businesses – Target/Chick-fil-a/Starbucks
o Create small business districts
o More beautification efforts
 More beautification in south PKB
 Market and front street aesthetics
o Reinvestment/Reuse/Repurpose of current properties that are vacant or historic
 Music hall
 Carnegie Library
Natural and Recreational Resources
o More recreational spaces for community
o Renovations to riverfront to make more of an accessible and engaging community
space
o City park could be greener instead of adding more facilities
o Incorporate more green into cityscape
o Update current recreational spaces
 Southwood park
 boys and girls club
Character and Identity
o Lack of diversity and inclusivity
o More personal charm through city – more unique things
o More outreach for arts and culture
o More holiday decorations

GROUP 1
•

Strong Places
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•

1. Parks/recreational areas – opportunities for special needs would be good
2. Mall – beautification is nice
3. Schools
Places of Opportunity
1. Gihon Rd – Needs more businesses
2. Lynn Street – drug problem
3. Camden Clark area – crime problem
4. Smoot needs renovation/is falling apart
5. PHS field house
 Splash pad unsafe at City Park, more stuff /playground for abled children

GROUP 2
•

•

Strong Places
1. Downtown art center
2. Fort Boreman
Places of Opportunity
1. Southwood – tennis courts, pool, safety, all fields could use an update
2. South side shopping center – empty space, potholes, safety
3. Camden Avenue – flood control

GROUP 3
•

•

•

Strong Places
1. Fort Boreman
2. Sheetz and their support of new technologies
Places of Opportunity
1. Area of Walmart (south side) and Kohls – would like to see more development
2. Old Ralph’s Market lot across from Big Lots on SS is an eyesore and needs developed
3. Southwood Park as a whole needs better maintained
4. K-mart are needs totally improved/demolished/developed into another
business/activity center
Additional Notes
1. Point park is great because the parks host a lot of community activities. Would like to
see maintenance improved on the surrounding area. Also love the marketplace.
2. Love the idea of Market Street, but area could use further improvement
3. Love the homes in Julian historical district however the city should patrol streets and
incentivize improvement.

PARKERSBURG HIGH SCHOOL
GROUP 1
•

Strong Places
1. Smoot theater
2. Downtown
3. Vienna
4. North end area
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•

5. Fort Boreman
6. Godbey fields
7. Southwood park
Places of Opportunity
1. Clean up/restore, and add security
2. Around PHS – add business and draw people to area, and add safety
3. Attract a trampoline park (sky zone, get air, bounce)

GROUP 2
•

•

Strong Places
1. Fort Boreman – safe, pretty, neat trails, historic
2. Elite Sports Center/Skate Park – fun, safe
3. Shopping Center – safe, maybe more stuff to do
Places of Opportunity
1. City park – safety could be better, update, drive-in movie theater
2. Point park – more events, pretty but needs something more
3. Downtown – gaming/entertainment areas, teen events, more use of space, better
security

PUBLIC WORKSHOP
GROUP 1
•

•

Strong Places
1. Erickson sports center
2. Phelps-Tavenner research center
3. Point park
4. Julian square
5. Art center
Places of Opportunity
1. Hino area
2. Commercial property along blizzard drive
3. Brownfield area of old factories
4. Old marble factory/river frontage
5. Fort Boreman park
6. Oakland mansion
7. McKinley school
8. Trans alchemy/Carnegie library
9. Old St. Joseph Hospital

GROUP 2
•

•

Strong Places
1. Point park and all parks and rec – Southwood and city
2. Downtown/WVUP
3. Grand central mall-shopping
Places of Opportunity
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1. Bike path – not much to do for young adults, no place to enjoy right on the water
except point park
2. Redevelop brownfield and Little Kanawha – between the bridges, transportation
3. Libraries – expansion of parks, infrastructure

GROUP 3
•

•

Strong Places
1. High school at south/tech center - Southwood park pool, south library
2. Art/downtown area, smoot, actors guild, art center, lights downtown events, Blenn
hotel, oil and gas museum
3. Washington avenue - Julian historic district
Places of Opportunity
1. Housing and crime – Latrobe/13th, 7th street, development, Carnegie library
2. Old Kroger, traffic 4 lane by Pettyville
3. PHS, McKinley, Vandy stadium

GROUP 4
•

•

Strong Places
1. Downtown arts area/ historic district and point park area
2. City park and other parks
Places of Opportunity
1. Downtown – needs appropriate housing and additional business amenities restaurants
2. The obviously challenged areas of town where drugs/crime/blighted properties are
located
3. Area along our rivers – waterfront for recreation and entertainment

GROUP 5
•

•

Strong Places
1. Parks
2. Art district
3. history
Places of Opportunity
1. Retail and housing downtown
2. Other industrial retail areas that need new business
3. Point park

GROUP 6
•

•

Strong Places
1. Camden Clark – health care, growth potential, pettyville, hino, development
2. Downtown, government hub, blenn hotel, centennial park, employment, arts and
theaters, historic districts and historic homes
3. City park, Southwood park, ice rink, new playground – Johnson jones needs to grow
and develop, Fort Boreman, point park amphitheater mural idea
Places of Opportunity
1. Annex Ames area, pettyville commercial development area
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2. Downtown housing development, business diversification, some neighborhoods ace
challenges from historically poor housing stock which are rentals with crime and
turnover
3. Memorial bridge future – Carnegie library, Agate Park
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AREAS OF OPPORTUNITY
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Date: 1-30-2020

DOWNTOWN PKB AND RIVERFRONT
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

More businesses/attractions/entertainment/retail uses
Business diversification
More beautification efforts
Reinvestment/Reuse/Repurpose of current properties that are vacant or historic
Incorporate more green into cityscape
More personal charm through city – more unique things
Point park – more events, pretty but needs something more
General security – lack in number of police in parks and neighborhoods
Smoot need renovations

RIVERFRONT INDUSTRIAL DISTRICT
•
•

Reinvestment/Reuse/Repurpose of current properties that are vacant
More beautification efforts

SR-95 INDUSTRIAL DISTRICT
•

Reinvestment/Reuse/Repurpose of current properties that are vacant

DIVISION ST CORRIDOR
•

Reinvestment

RAYON DR AND SR-14 CROSSROADS
•

Reinvestment

RIVER WALK CORRIDOR
•
•

Reinvestment
More beautification efforts
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PARK SHOPPING DISTRICT
•
•
•

More businesses/attractions/entertainment/retail uses
Business diversification
More beautification efforts

ST. MARY’S AVENUE DISTRICT
•
•
•
•
•

General security – lack in number of police in parks and neighborhoods
More businesses/attractions
Obsolete housing
More housing variety
Drug and crime problems
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